Thin Love

***AS OF JULY 2016 ALL CONTENT
HAS BEEN EDITED AND NEW
MATERIAL ADDED*** There is a bold
mission when [Butler] puts pen to paper to
grab our attention, open our hearts, and
engage our imagination. Butler didnt hold
back with crafting these characters from
different cultures, tossing in some major
adversity, and challenging them to dig deep
for inner strength. At the end of the day,
Thin Love is hearty blend for the soul.
Michelle Monkou, USA Today Read this
in one sitting! Without a doubt, my favorite
dynamic of bad boy meets feisty good girl.
Superb writing! Penelope Douglas
(http://penelopedouglas.wordpress.com/aut
hor/penelopedouglas/), New York Times
bestselling author of Bully and Until You
Thin Love is more than just a book. Its
more than a story. Its a journeyan
experience that grabs you by the gut and
wont let go until its ready to release you.
And damn, what a release it is. Eden Butler
nailed
it.
Lila
Felix
(http://authorlilafelix.blogspot.com/),
bestselling author of Love and Skate By
far my favorite Eden Butler novel. Keira
and Konas chemistry is electric and leaps
off
the
pages!
Chelle
Bliss
(http://chellebliss.com/),
USA
Today
Bestselling Author of the Men of Inked
series
I felt so connected to these
characters and this story that it almost felt
too personal to share it with anyone. But
rest assured, I will be shouting the praises
of Thin Love and Mrs. Butler from the
rooftops so that I can make sure others
experience what I have. Lori Westhaver,
Reds
Book
Blog
(https://www.facebook.com/RedsBooks)
Thin Love is a boundary-breaking journey.
Butlers pen flows thick with the many
facets of life, love and the decisions you
make to survive. Once you have stepped
into Kona and Keiras world, nothing will
protect you from the heavy emotions that
Butler produces. Pure, unadulterated
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reading
magic!
Trish
F
Leger
(http://www.trishfleger.webs.com/), Author
of the Amber Druid Series
Love isnt
supposed to be an addiction. It isnt
supposed to leave you bleeding.
Kona
pushed, Keira pulled, and in their wake,
they left behind destruction.
She
sacrificed everything for him. It wasnt
enough. But the wounds of the past can
never be completely forgotten and still the
flame remains, slumbers between the
pleasure of yesterday and the thought of
what might have been. Now, sixteen years
later, Keira returns home to bury the
mother who betrayed her, just as Kona tries
to hold onto what remains of his NFL
career with the New Orleans Steamers.
Across the crowded bustle of a busy
French Market, their paths collide,
conjuring forgotten memories of a
consuming touch, skin on skin, and the still
smoldering fire that begs to be rekindled.
When Kona realizes the trifecta of
betrayalhis, Keiras and those lies told to
keep them aparthis life is irrevocably
changed and he once again takes Keira
down with him into the fire that threatens
to ignite them both.
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places, and incidents are either a product of 4.5-5 Angry Stars! This is an intense love story, 16 years in the
makingKona Hale- 20 year old, Hawaiian, football player, and This bundle includes all three full-length Thin Love
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was a man. She was myIm so confused, is the red headed woman the girl we meet in Thin Love? The one Ransom is
crazy about and spends a lot of his time with? I thought her name
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